
11”x14” 11”x17" 12”x12" 12”x16" 12”x18" 12”x24" 12”x36" 14”x18" 14”x21" 15”x15" 15”x20" 15”x30" 16”x16"

1 print (ea) $23 $28 $22 $29 $32 $40 $57 $35 $41 $33 $42 $59 $36

2+ prints (ea) $20 $24 $18 $24 $27 $34 $48 $30 $35 $28 $36 $50 $30

6+ prints (ea) $18 $21 $17 $22 $25 $31 $43 $27 $31 $25 $32 $45 $27

12+ prints (ea) $16 $19 $15 $20 $22 $28 $39 $24 $28 $23 $29 $40 $25

16"x20" 16"x24" 16"x32" 18"x18" 18"x20" 18"x24" 18"x36" 20"x20" 20"x24" 20"x30" 20"x40" 22"x28" 24"x24"

1 print (ea) $44 $53 $67 $45 $50 $56 $75 $55 $62 $78 $92 $80 $75

2+ prints (ea) $38 $45 $57 $38 $42 $48 $63 $47 $53 $66 $78 $68 $63

6+ prints (ea) $34 $41 $51 $34 $38 $43 $57 $42 $48 $59 $70 $61 $57

12+ prints (ea) $31 $37 $46 $31 $34 $39 $51 $38 $43 $54 $63 $55 $51

24"x30" 24"x36" 24"x48" 30"x30" 30"x36" 30"x40" 30"x50" 36"x36" 36"x48" 36"x60" 40"x40" 40"x48" 40"x60"

1 print (ea) $83 $99 $123 $103 $115 $128 $159 $138 $183 $228 $170 $203 $253

2+ prints (ea) $70 $84 $105 $87 $98 $109 $135 $117 $156 $194 $144 $173 $215

6+ prints (ea) $63 $76 $94 $79 $88 $98 $122 $105 $140 $175 $130 $155 $194

12+ prints (ea) $57 $68 $85 $71 $79 $88 $110 $95 $126 $157 $117 $140 $174

GICLÉE FINE ART PAPER – ART PRINTING

⊲   Archival print on acid-free, premium-grade fine art media

⊲   Our 16 bit – 12 color pigment ink printing process guarantees 

vibrant colors and smooth tonal gradation

⊲   Dimensions below are actual art image size and will print with 

additional 1” margins beyond. 

⊲  Custom margin and image sizes are available on request. 

⊲  High volume pricing available       
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GICLÉE FINE ART CANvAs – ART PRINTING 

⊲   Museum quality archival print on acid-free, artist-grade 

canvas including high performance UV liquid laminate 

protective coating in semi-gloss or matte finish

⊲   Dimensions below are actual art image size and will print 

with additional 2” margins for stretching

11”x14” 11”x17" 12”x12" 12”x16" 12”x18" 12”x24" 12”x36" 14”x18" 14”x21" 15”x15" 15”x20" 15”x30" 16”x16"

1 print (ea) $32 $38 $30 $39 $44 $54 $76 $48 $55 $45 $56 $78 $48

2+ prints (ea) $27 $33 $26 $33 $37 $46 $65 $41 $47 $38 $48 $66 $41

6+ prints (ea) $25 $29 $23 $30 $33 $42 $58 $37 $42 $35 $43 $60 $37

12+ prints (ea) $22 $26 $21 $27 $30 $37 $52 $33 $38 $31 $39 $54 $33

16"x20" 16"x24" 16"x32" 18"x18" 18"x20" 18"x24" 18"x36" 20"x20" 20"x24" 20"x30" 20"x40" 22"x28" 24"x24"

1 print (ea) $60 $71 $88 $60 $66 $75 $98 $73 $82 $102 $120 $105 $98

2+ prints (ea) $51 $60 $75 $51 $56 $64 $83 $62 $70 $87 $102 $89 $83

6+ prints (ea) $46 $54 $67 $46 $51 $57 $75 $56 $63 $78 $92 $80 $75

12+ prints (ea) $41 $49 $61 $41 $46 $51 $67 $50 $57 $70 $82 $72 $67

24"x30" 24"x36" 24"x48" 30"x30" 30"x36" 30"x40" 30"x50" 36"x36" 36"x48" 36"x60" 40"x40" 40"x48" 40"x60"

1 print (ea) $108 $128 $149 $133 $149 $165 $191 $166 $219 $272 $203 $242 $302

2+ prints (ea) $92 $109 $126 $113 $127 $140 $163 $141 $186 $231 $173 $206 $256

6+ prints (ea) $82 $98 $114 $102 $114 $126 $146 $127 $168 $208 $155 $186 $231

12+ prints (ea) $74 $88 $102 $92 $103 $114 $132 $114 $151 $187 $140 $167 $208

⊲   Custom margins and image sizes are available on request

⊲   High volume pricing available 

⊲  These prices reflect a print ready to stretch (stretching not included)

300 St-Sacrement, Suite 417
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up to 24” x 24" up to 24” x 44” up to 60” x 60” over 60” x 60"

$99 $149 $199 please call for quote

ART CAPTURE

oThER sERvICEs

⊲   Museum caliber art digital capture includes accurate ICC-

compliant color matching

⊲  Print-on-demand file preparation

⊲   DVD Archive – $20. Labeled lightscribe DVD-R archive of 

client-approved digital file format tiff and jpg, up to three print-on-

demand format files. Several art captures could be included up 

to the completion of DVD’s storing space. We do not guarantee 

data storage,  therefore archive DVDs of your files are highly 

recommended

⊲   Retouching and tone/color matching –  

$60 per hour (minimum 1/4hour)

⊲   Professional Graphic Design services for custom layout – 

$150 per hour (minimum 1 hour)

300 St-Sacrement, Suite 417

Montréal, Québec, H2Y 1X4

Phone (514) 475 4855

www.artimaging.ca

⊲    Our studio is custom built around replicating original art. We are 

trained to handle artwork with respect to the archival standards 

and are very careful to minimize art manipulation during the digital 

capture workflow. Following these considerations, we kindly ask 

our clients to bring to the studio only de-framed original artwork. 

⊲   Save 20% by grouping four similar works together  

(same or closer dimensions and same orientation)

TERMs AND CoNDITIoNs CoPYRIGhT
⊲   Prices are subject to change without notice and are not 

guaranteed until an order is accepted

⊲  50% pre-paid deposit for orders over $500

⊲  $50 minimum for all shipped orders

⊲   Limited Liability Insurance requirements are under the 

responsibility of the art owner

⊲   Art Imaging ltd guarantees that no image will be used with-

out permission pursuant to international copyright law

⊲   For existing digital art files, please call our studio to 

discuss the options (514) 475 4855


